Ariat M5 Slim Stackable Straight Leg Jean - Menâ€™s Low Rise, Slim
Fit Denim Review-2021

100% Cotton
Imported
Machine Wash
LOWER RISE JEANS: The stackable lower-rise design of these menâ€™s jeans are designed with
a straight leg opening, a low rise, and are slim through the seat and thigh. Be it a construction site or
barn, you wonâ€™t feel uncomfortable even after hard labor
EASY TO MAINTAIN: To maintain the tensile strength of the fabric, you must medium wash these
M5 menâ€™s jeans with hand sanding and whiskers; This will remove the deeply stuck dirt and add
more shine and strength to the denim
PRACTICAL FEATURES: Besides the high tensile strength denim, this pair of M5 slim straight jeans
for men has anchored belt loops and mixed technique embroidery on back pockets that adds more
practicality and appeal to its classic cowboy design
GREAT GIFT FOR MEN: Surprise your friend, boyfriend, or husband with these tough and durable
jeans from Ariat; Perfect for work, outdoor, or a night out, the hard-working man can wear these
jeans for any occasion
SCIENCE OF INNOVATION: Ariat excels in advanced technologies to deliver products that
outperform in various conditions; Partnering with world-class biomechanical research groups and
testing labs, Ariat strives to improve performance, comfort, and durabilityA Culture of Craftsmanship
Driven by world-class design, innovation and technology, Ariat delivers high-quality footwear and
apparel. With authentic Western and English flavors, their styles are one of a kind. The brand
creates the most advanced performance shoes, apparel and accessories for the whole family.
A Different Breed of Company
We believe our values are what set us apart and have helped build Ariat into the one of the top
Equestrian, Outdoor and Work brands in the world. Product quality is non-negotiable, and so is our
collaborative culture and giving back to the communities we serve.
Adventure Awaits
For anyone drawn to unbridled freedom; for those who know independence; who live out loud,
outside the lines and outdoors every chance they get. For every untamed spirit, Ariat is for you.
Inspired by Secretariat
Our company takes its name from Secretariat, the legendary race horse and 1973 Triple Crown
winner with a heart almost three times the size of an average thoroughbred. Secretariat is widely
considered the greatest racehorse of all time. His athleticism and non-stop competitive spirit make
him an enduring inspiration for our company.
Ariat FR M5 Slim Basic Stackable Straight Leg Jean - Menâ€™s Comfortable Work Denim
This Men's M5 Flame-Resistant Straight Slim Fit Jean made of ring-spun denim is a must-have
classic piece from Ariat's apparel collection. Comfortable and fashionable, the men's western jeans
feature a straight fit design ideal for work, and casual evenings. It is relaxed through the waist, hip,
and thigh so that you stay comfortable all day long. This M-series denim is cut slimmer through the
seat and thigh, creating a perfect over-the-boot silhouette. With no-rub comfort inseams, it avoids
irritation. This boot cut men's jeans showcase expert craftsmanship, optimum comfort, and quality
features that promise high durability. The low-rise jeans are combined with flame-resistant
technology so that you stay safe in hazardous work environments. Also, these men's straight fit
jeans with anchored loops, extra-deep front pockets, handcrafted pocket design, and heavy-duty
zippers and hardware.
Features
Stackable Straight Jean
Quality Construction
Heavy-Duty Zippers
Great Gift for Men
Great Gift Ideas

Shopping for your husband or boyfriend shouldn't be difficult, and with these durable jeans from
Ariat, it won't be. Perfect for work, outdoors or a night out, the hard-working man can wear these
jeans for any occasion.
Premium Features
These western jeans for men have no-rub comfort inseams that prevent abrasion against the skin.
Other features include reinforced pockets with coin pocket feature, anchored belt loops, and
heavy-duty zippers and hardware.
Made to Last
Made of a superior blend of cotton, the ring-spun denim gives these pants optimum durability. These
jeans are made to last and create a western style statement that cowboys are known for.
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